Our Contributions

3.ABY
1.OT-ext.
2.Conversion
1) Efficient multiplication using symmetric crypto 2) Efficient conversion 3) Mixed-protocol framework called ABY
Multiplication using OT [Gilboa99]
School Multiplication z = x * y with x=x 3 x 2 x 1 x 0 and y=y 3 y 2 y 1 y 0
OT y 0 s 0 = r 0 +x*y 0 (r 1 , r 1 +2x) OT y 1 s 1 = r 1 +2x*y 1 (r 3 , r 3 +8x) OT y 3 s 3 = r 3 +8x*y 3 . . . 
Run-Time
Paillier (WAN) DGK (WAN) Paillier (LAN) DGK (LAN) OT-Ext (WAN) OT-Ext (LAN)
Bit-Length of Values
Run-time (μs)
Multiplication using OT Results
Use a multiplication protocol that is based on OT extension
Compare one amortized multiplication using Paillier, DGK, and OT extension 
Scalar Multiplication (2)
Scalar Multiplication (z 1 ,...,z n ) = (x 1 ,..,x n ) * y with y=y 3 y 2 y 1 y 0 (r 0,1 ||...||r 0,n , r 0,1 +x 1 ||...||r 0,n +x n )
OT y 0 s 0,1 ||...||s 0,n OT y 3 . . . 
